
FREQUENTLY

ASKED

QUESTIONS
VISHION PRO+ IS A BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT TOOL TO HELP

HOMEOWNERS FIND HOME SPECIALISTS

PROVIDING VIRTUAL SERVICES.

What can i expect from participating in Vishion Pro+ Beta?
Our goal is to connect homeowners that need help with experts who are prepared to

assist virtually. During the Vishion Pro+ Beta, our Pros will be able to list their

services, connect with clients and collect payments for completed projects. We are

building tools for the official launch that will assist in communication and planning. 

WHAT is the cost of participation?

10% for lifetime billings with the clients between $1 and $5,000 

5% for lifetime billings with the client that exceed $5,001

When Vishion Pro+ is officially launched, there will be a small monthly cost to

access the communication, planning and billing tools. During the Beta and in the

future, there will be a: 

WHAT changes Do I need to make to participate?
We are asking that our Pros have options to conduct business 100% virtual and list

their pricing. This can be challenging for some projects, but that is what we view as

our biggest differentiator. 

why do i have to list my pricing?
We believe pricing transparency will make it easier for clients to understand if

your services are attainable based on their budgets.
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WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON't WANT TO PARTICIPATE after the beta?
You can cancel your Pro service offerings at any time with no additional fees.

WHat type of "virtual Packages" are expected?
Although we don't expect all of your offerings to be 100% virtual, we want Vishion

Pros to offer at least one fully-virtual package. It's important for package

descriptions to be detailed so expectations are clearly set with the client. This

includes the cost of hourly consultations. 

how do i best showcase my services?
Vishion offers a place to show you portfolio. Show images of your completed

projects, ask clients to review your services and link to blog posts about the benefits

of your service. Make sure to list specialities that are clearly shown in your portfolio. 

can i upsell more services when I connect with someone on

Vishion Pro+?
Yes! We view Vishion Pro+ as a lead generation tool. The purpose is to get our Pros

more business. Vishion will be offering webinars and tools to help our Pros with up-

selling their services. 
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